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ABSTRACT

As the coronavirus pandemic continues to reshape education, schools have had to adapt to a teaching reality that is increasingly more complex and uncertain. School leaders who take an adaptive leadership approach and leverage key leadership practices can support their schools in navigating the challenges of uncertain educational environments in adaptive ways.
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The rapid changes brought on by the coronavirus pandemic continue to pose extraordinary challenges for school leaders. The pandemic disrupted education for students as school closures occurred, and all teaching moved to a virtual space (Morgan, 2020). School leaders were forced to rethink the nature and degree of change necessary to support teachers and students in adopting new technologies and technical skills to navigate teaching and learning in a virtual environment (Kaden, 2020). Additionally, school leaders have seen a need to address the emotional well-being of teachers and students who are now themselves apprehensive and fearful about the future of schooling as the pandemic continues (Netolicky, 2020). School leaders are now being tested in ways that they have not been in the past. By adopting an adaptive approach to
leadership, school leaders can build resiliency and capacity for their school communities to weather future disruptions cause by the pandemic.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Lead Adaptively

The coronavirus pandemic is rapidly redefining schooling and leadership. Distance learning and integrating technology are the realities that school leaders and teachers must contend with as schools reopen (Kaden, 2020). The speed of change will require school leaders to inspire school communities to adapt to needed change (Northouse, 2019). Adaptive work requires determining what currently requires change while rethinking how organizations will adapt and thrive in a new environment (Heifetz et al., 2009; Northouse, 2019). The path forward is for school leaders to learn their way through these challenges and lean on their colleagues to embrace different approaches than previously undertaken (Jefferies, 2017). The capacity for teachers and students to adapt during times of fast-paced change will hinge on school leaders staying learning-focused, engaging others in creative thinking, and launching innovative solutions. (Hsieh et al., 2014; Northouse, 2019).

Build Resilience

The challenge in building and maintaining relationships through the pandemic will be difficult. School leaders will be called upon to promote social-emotional well-being for their teachers and students as they cope with their own anxieties about family, health, and distance learning (Estep, 2013; Sommer et al., 2016). Now more than ever, school leaders must promote strategies to foster social connectedness during a time when many are experiencing social isolation and deep uncertainty. By creating opportunities for social connectedness through virtual platforms, school leaders can build resilience as individuals engage in collective sense-making about what is currently happening, while at the same time building individual capacity to cope during a crisis. As resiliency deepens, individuals become more resourceful, adaptive, and develop a sense of stability (Kuntz et al., 2017; Teo et al., 2017). In short, by building resilience and deepening social connections, school leaders will help their school communities to see the events unfolding as opportunities to challenge themselves to be adaptive and invest in building resilience by enlisting the leadership and support of others.
Distribute Leadership

The adaptive challenges facing schools cannot be addressed by trait-driven or heroic approaches to leadership (Heifetz et al., 2009). By distributing leadership responsibilities, school leaders can lay the groundwork for collaboration, deepen relationships, and foster ownership and innovation through a process of collective problem solving (Kuntz et al., 2017; Raelin, 2016). Furthermore, adaptive leaders understand how trust, flexibility, and autonomy encourages organic expertise to flourish, which can motivate others to take creative approaches in tackling unforeseen challenges and needs as they arise (Kuntz et al., 2017). Generating innovative ideas and solutions is about increasing the diversity of ideas and shared learning for everyone. Diversity of ideas increases the likelihood of multi-perspective collaboration, which can lead to greater organizational adaptability and greater problem-solving capacity (Brown et al., 2020). By mobilizing individuals to collectively tackle challenges, school leaders have an opportunity to shift and alter existing practices and mindsets (Northouse, 2019; Yukl & Mahsud, 2010).

IMPLICATIONS

The ongoing pandemic provides school leaders with the opportunity to reassess how technology integration through distance learning can be delivered equitably for all students while simultaneously addressing the tension between well-being and schooling demands for faculty and students. School leaders can demonstrate persistence and a growth mindset by modeling how to positively and productively respond to adversity and challenges. Moreover, school leaders can engage their faculty in job-embedded learning with technology and adaptive learning strategies and leverage social media to connect their faculty with other educators in sharing resources to broaden options for instructional delivery through distance learning. Finally, school leaders have the opportunity to build stronger ecosystems of support and partnership with community mental health agencies, social welfare organizations, local nonprofits, and businesses. By strengthening the social connectedness between schools and communities and addressing the challenges of teaching and learning in a virtual environment, school leaders can create schools that will emerge from the pandemic stronger and more vibrant.

As the pandemic continues to exacerbate inequalities across school systems, researchers should seek to understand the role of policymakers in addressing the
disparities in student access to technology devices, broadband internet, and wireless network technology. Additionally, further research is needed to understand the technology capacity-building supports and skills needed by faculty as they adapt to learning different pedagogical practices for distance learning. Finally, researchers should explore how school leaders navigate distress and uncertainty during this pandemic while simultaneously supporting their faculty in embracing the need for change. Investigating how school leaders engage in adaptive leadership practice as they address the tensions and distress caused by change is timely.
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